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‘Making sense of environmental gain’ 

8th July 2020 

 

Unanswered Questions 

During the Q&A session of the webinar, we sadly ran out of time and was unable to answer all of the questions raised.  

The speakers have reviewed all of those questions and have now provided the answers below. 

 

1. “Net gain is vitally important for new development to improve those areas where we live and play 
predominantly. One issue that is always faced is how do you make it important to 
developers/architects/planners from the outset, as opposed to it being something that have to do. Is the 
aim really to get them to see it as something that they want to do? How is the best way to approach this, 
or surely there would also be resistance and ultimately they are looking at sale prices and profit? Do you 
think the current pandemic may have altered views?” 
 

 It is tricky to ensure that it is worked into a scheme design from the outset and factored into the site 
acquisition process. This seems to be happening at more sites. There are some promoters where this is 
working better and is embedded into their corporate processes. There are national policies and many local 
policies that is trying to ensure that this is the process that is followed. It was good to see that the poll 
suggested that the vast majority of attendees thought that by embedding into a scheme that it would create 
better places. It is also beneficial for a scheme from a marketing point of view. And yes I do believe that the 
pandemic will have altered views on what are acceptable places to be creating. 
 

 Answer provided by Andra Stopforth, NNJPU 
 

2. “What effect is this new approach likely to have on the housing market?  Is there a possibility that the 
added cost and development constraints will make land value increase, and thus force developers to pass 
the cost on to the homeowner?” 
 
I think that developers will be able to see the benefits of embedding natural capital within their 
developments. This would be through the ability to meet policy requirements and potentially ease some of 
the planning process, it will also help with their marketability of sites. People will want to be moving to areas 
where the natural environment has been considered. This may have an impact on the housing market and 
also potentially negatively in places that don’t take it into account. 
 
National analysis has been conducted by several organisations on the impact of implementing a 10% 
biodiversity net gain requirement and has indicated that the average cost for a developer will be 
approximately 0.5% of gross income. It is likely that broadening this to natural capital will not increase costs 
very much.  Some benefits for developers include: 
 

• Would lead to a shorter or less adversarial planning consent process. The costs of delaying profit or 
re-applying are considerable. 

• On-site mitigation can be a selling point, on-site biodiversity attracts customers and speeds up sales. 
• Enhancing natural capital and access to greenspace increases house selling prices 

 Developers will benefit from a standardised approach with a fixed tariff – this will potentially make 
the approach more efficient and cost effective than the current ad hoc approach. 

  
 Answer provided by Andra Stopforth, NNJPU and Jim Rouquette, Natural Capital Solutions 
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3. “What weight will local nature recovery strategies being developed be given in the planning system? Is 
there a risk that the local nature recovery strategies become another form of land designation i.e. if an 
area is identified as a priority area for new habitat creation is that going to prevent its development for 
other purposes?” 
 
I would assume that the local authority will be using available evidence base to identify the best and most 
appropriate sites for the nature recovery strategies. There maybe some sites where a balanced approach 
needs to be considered and that design of new places will need to factor in nearby areas designated for 
nature.  
 
It will be a statutory requirement to produce nature recovery strategies under the Environment Bill, but I 
am unclear of their status once produced. 

  
 Answer provided by Andra Stopforth, NNJPU and Jim Rouquette, Natural Capital Solutions 

 

4. “There are a number of mechanism for doing this. Many tried and tested in the context of POS and SANGs.  
The key thing is they have to be "secured" and that will need documenting in a legal agreement (S106).  
Options include estate rent charge, endowment with commercial revenue, or endowment with cash - 
usually backed with an investment fund, transfer to public body with endowment.” 
 
The Environment Bill has made provisions for securing the ‘gain’ sites with covenants and 30 years 
management being provided by the applicant. There are also other ways that management companies and 
the like can be utilised to ensure that the gain is maintained in perpetuity. I think this particular area of 
thought will evolve through the process and also once we are in it to see and test what works or not. 
 
This is an area that is being actively worked on at present and there are a number of possible mechanisms, 
as you have suggested. In reality, once the Environment Bill has received royal assent, Planning Authorities 
and offset brokers /providers will have 18 months to work out these details and get schemes in place. 

  
 Answer provided by Andra Stopforth, NNJPU and Jim Rouquette, Natural Capital Solutions 

 

5. “Inevitably there will be a demand for offsetting for those developments that cannot show a 10% net 
gain.  Do you believe that there will be a sustainable market for "trading" net gain?” 
 
Certainty this is the anticipated position.  In Warwickshire the CC already collect funds for credits and feed 
this through to projects.  The Environment Bank are also able to provide credits through their network of 
biodiversity bank sites. 
 
The market is still in its infancy, but will no doubt develop as and when the requirement to deliver 
biodiversity net gain becomes mandatory. 

  
 John Lockhart, Lockhart Garratt Ltd 

 

6. “What approach is taken in assessing impacts and benefits with regard to soil health and bio-diversity?” 
 
The current version of the Defra metric only deals with habitats and there is no specific reference to soil 
health, although I believe this is picked up slightly in the detailed condition assessment criteria. 

  
 John Lockhart, Lockhart Garratt Ltd 
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7. 

 
“At the micro-scale how might this affect applications for tree work under TPO? They are often very 
emotive and open to a simplistic challenge from the general public that might be difficult to rebutt 
satisfactorily.” 
 

 Biodiversity will inevitably have to become a greater consideration when assessing what works are being 
proposed, but as in many other cases H&S will be the key requirement. 
 

 John Lockhart, Lockhart Garratt Ltd 
 

8. “How do you see the emerging dichotomy playing out between long term environmental goals set out in 
policy and law and the throw away post Brexit rhetoric of 'build build build' to save the economy and 
‘newt counting’?” 
 

 Very difficult to predict, however, the fact that the Environment Bill is making such fast progress through 
the Commons and if anything the provisions are being strengthened would suggest that “build, build, build” 
will only be able to happen if it can jump through the environmental hoops.  This will inevitably just be 
another cost/obligation that will need to be factored into the projects viability. 
 

 John Lockhart, Lockhart Garratt Ltd 
 

9. “What happens at the end of a 30 year agreement for BNG offset site?” 
 

 Unclear, and nothing certain.  There are some moves to put in place some recognition within the Metric to 
reflect the likely risk of loss of biodiversity at the end of the period based on the long terms security of the 
habitats e.g. woodland v grassland. 
 

 John Lockhart, Lockhart Garratt Ltd 
 

10. “What sort of long term monitoring requirements are there post completion of a development. This has 
been a long term problem with EIA. Is it perpetuated in these new requirements?” 
 

 It is proposed that the legal monitoring requirement will rest with LPA but it is not clear as to how this will 
be resourced or monitored.  If biodiversity sites are to be managed under a proposed conservation 
covenant, then one party to the agreement will need to be a responsible body with a biodiversity purpose 
and it is likely that they will have significant role to play. 
 

 John Lockhart, Lockhart Garratt Ltd 
 

 


